
Year 3 Homework Bingo – Turquoise  

Select at least three activities to complete a week, colour each activity when completed. Can you get a completed row?  
You can earn house points for each completed row or column. Parents – Please send in a photo of any practical/creative work that your child does.  

Spelling 
Practise your weekly spellings and put 
them into a sentence. Your challenge 
is to try to use an adjective and 
conjunction in each of the sentences.   

Reading 
Read a newspaper or a magazine – 
find the most interesting article and 
share that with your teacher - write 
notes/bullet points covering the main 
facts. 

Writing 
Write a story about an Egyptian god. 
They story must include: range of 
openers, conjunctions, adjectives, 
speech and some similes. Challenge: 
include prepositions.  
 

Practical 
Draw or make another Egyptian god 
and write a set of instructions on how 
you made it.  

Maths 
Write 2 different word problems about 
the 8 times table. One can be a 
multiplication problem and the other 
one can be a division problem.  

Practical 
The Egyptian created the Pyramids. 
Can you create a new and unique 
structure? It is up to you what you 
make. Be creative. Challenge: write a 
sent of instructions on how you made 
it.  

Spelling 
Choose any word from a thesaurus. 
Can you write a short story and use all 
of the words that have the same 
meaning as your chosen word? 

Maths 
Times table challenge – how many 
questions can you answer correctly on 
TT Rockstars in 2 minutes? 

Writing 
Science – can you write a fact file all 
about a skeleton of an animal? It can 
be any animal you want. You can also 
draw the skeleton if you want.  
 

Reading 
Alphabet challenge! Find a location or 
place that you could read a book for 
each letter of the alphabet – bonus 
points if you visit these locations and 
read! Explain your favourite place and 
why.  

Maths 
Help your adult with a weekly shop – 
add up to 10 different items they 
bought. Can you use column method? 
Challenge: when you have added the 
total, show 3 different ways you can 
make the total with different notes 
and coins. 

Writing 
Can you create a riddle about a 
famous Egyptian landmark or artefact? 
Remember to not let us know what it 
is. We have to try and work it out. 

Practical maths 
Using your maths skills can you add up 
4 items that add to less than £10? 
Once your work out the total, what 
will your change be? 
Challenge: your change is £3.11. 
You were given 4 coins. What are the 
coins? 

Reading 
Read a chapter of your favourite book 
and write down 8 comprehension 
questions for others to answer – use 
the VIPERS skills. 

Spelling 
Play hangman with your adult using 
your weekly spellings. Can the adult 
guess the word before you complete 
the hangman? 

Reading 
Can you read a non-fiction text about 
light? Record 15 facts from the book. 

Practical 
Can you create a mummification at 
home using tomatoes and tell us what 
happens?  Take photos to show us the 
process with captions. 

Spelling 
Jumble up your weekly spellings and 
see if an adult can work out the words. 
The adult only has 30 seconds to do it.  

Maths 
Using a ruler can you measure 5 
different objects in your house and 
order them from smallest to largest? 

Writing 
Can you write a diary entry from the 
point of view of a day in the life of 
your chosen animal from the non-
chronological report? 

Writing 
Create a non-chronological report on 
any country. Be as creative as you 
want.  

Maths 
Create your own multiplication or 
division number pattern.  

Reading 
Read every day for a week for 20 
minutes.  

Spelling 
Find 10 words that are linked to the 
Ancient Egyptians and spell them in 
hieroglyphics. 

Practical 
Can make your own human or animal 
skeleton? How will you join all the 
bones together and draw them 
accurately? 



Year 3 Homework Bingo – Mauve   

Select at least three activities to complete a week, colour each activity when completed. Can you get a completed row?  
You can earn house points for each completed row or column. Parents – Please send in a photo of any practical/creative work that your child does.  

Spelling 
Practise your weekly spellings and put 
them into a sentence. Your challenge 
is to try to use an adjective and a 
conjunction in each of the sentences.   

Reading 
Read a newspaper or a magazine – find 
the most interesting article and share 
that with your teacher. 

Writing 
Write a story about an Egyptian god. 
They story must include. Range of 
openers, conjunctions and adjectives.  

Practical 
Draw or make an Egyptian god. You 
can even make up your own Egyptian 
god if you want to. 

Maths 
Write a word problem about the 8 
times table – can you include the 
inverse in your story as well? 

Practical 
The Egyptian created the Pyramids. 
Can you create a new and unique 
structure? It is up to you what you 
make. Be creative.  
 

Spelling 
Can you make your own thesaurus? 
Choose 5 adjectives and next to them 
record 5 different words that mean 
the same.  

Maths 
Times table challenge – how many 
questions can you answer correctly on 
TT Rockstars in 10 minutes? 

Writing 
Science – can you write a fact file all 
the human skeleton? This will be 
helpful in our new Science topic. 
 

Reading 
Alphabet challenge! Find a location or 
place beginning with A, then B, then C 
and D where you can sit and read 
some of your book.  

Maths 
Help your adult with a weekly shop – 
add up to 10 different items they 
bought. Can you use column method? 
Also order the items from smallest to 
largest please. 

Writing 
Can you create an acrostic poem about 
a famous Egyptian landmark? It cannot 
be the Pyramids though! 

Practical maths 
Using your maths skills can you add up 
3 items that add to less than £10? 
Once your work out the total, what 
will your change be from £10 and also 
£20? 

Reading 
Read a chapter of your favourite book 
and write down 5 comprehension 
questions for others to answer – use 
the VIPERS skills. 

Spelling 
Write down the meanings of your 
weekly spellings. Can an adult guess 
the word from your meanings? 

Reading 
Can you read a non-fiction text about 
light? Record 10 facts from the book. 

Practical 
Can you create a mummification at 
home using tomatoes and tell us what 
happens?  

Spelling 
Jumble all of your weekly of your 
weekly spellings and see if an adult 
can work out the words. 

Maths 
Measurement. Record how many mm 
in 1cm, how many cm in a metre. How 
many ml in a litre. How many can you 
do? 

Writing 
Can you write a non-chronological 
report about your favourite animal? 
We can share this in our science 
lesson. 

Writing 
Write a fact file about the River Nile. 
Try to write between 5 and 10 facts.  

Maths 
1x8 =8 , 1x80 =80, 1x400 = 800 
2x8=16, 2x80=160, 2x800 = 1600 
Carry this on up to 5 x 4.  

Reading 
Read every day for a week for 15 
minutes. 

Spelling 
Find 5 words that are linked to the 
Ancient Egyptians and write them in 
hieroglyphics. 

Practical 
Design, draw or make your favourite 
animal.  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 



Year 3 Homework Bingo - Lime 

Select at least three activities to complete a week, colour each activity when completed. Can you get a completed row?  
You can earn house points for each completed row or column. Parents – Please send in a photo of any practical/creative work that your child does.  

Spelling 
Practise your weekly spellings and try 
to get an adult to help you practice 
them 

Reading 
Read a newspaper or a magazine – find 
the most interesting article and share 
that with your teacher. 

Writing 
Find a photo of the River Nile in Egypt 
and write a short setting description 
about it. Try to use adjectives.  

Practical 
Draw or make an Egyptian god. You 
can even make up your own Egyptian 
god if you want to. 

Maths 
Write a word problem about the 2, 5 or 
10-times table – can you include the 
inverse in your story as well? 

Practical 
Draw a 3-D pyramid and colour it in. 
be creative with your colours.  
 

Spelling 
Look at your weekly spellings. Choose 
three words and look at the meaning 
in the dictionary.  

Maths 
Times table challenge – how many 
questions can you answer correctly on 
TT rockstars in 10 minutes? 

Writing 
Science – can you write 5 facts about 
the human skeleton? 
 

Reading 
Alphabet challenge! Find a location or 
place beginning with A, then B, then C 
and D where you can sit and read 
some of your book.  

Maths 
Help your adult with a weekly shop – 
add up 3 different items they bought. 
Can you try to use column method? 
An adult can help you. 

Writing 
Can you create an acrostic poem about 
the River Nile? 

Practical maths 
Using your maths skills can you add up 
3 items that add to less than £5. Once 
your work out the total, what will your 
change be? An adult can help you. 

Reading 
Read a chapter of your favourite book 
and write down 2 comprehension 
question for others to answer – use 
the VIPERS skills. 

Spelling 
Ask an adult to jumble up the letters 
from 5 of your spellings – can you 
unjumble them and find the correct 
spelling? 

Reading 
Can you read a non-fiction text about 
light? Record 5 facts from the book? 

Practical 
Can you create a mummification at 
home using tomatoes and tell us what 
happens? 

Spelling 
Jumble up 5 of your weekly spellings 
and see if an adult can work out the 
words. 

Maths 
How many mm are in 1cm? How many 
cm in 1 metre? How many metres in a 
km? 

Writing 
Can you write a summary (no more 
than 50 words) about the River Nile?  

Writing 
Write a fact file about the River Nile. 
Try to write between 3 facts.   

Maths 
Try to a fact family for all the numbers 
in your times table target.   

Reading 
Read every day for a week for 10 
minutes. 

Spelling 
Find 5 words that are linked to the 
Ancient Egyptians and spell them 
correctly.  

Practical 
Design, draw or make your favourite 
animal. 

 


